Ohio Historical Markers sometimes need to be relocated so that they can continue doing their job of sharing local and state history. Sadly, markers sometimes are damaged or vandalized. To help us keep the location of markers up-to-date on the program’s website www.remarkableohio.org, please let us know if something has happened to a marker in your community.

RETURN FORM TO:
Laura Russell, Historical Markers Coordinator
Ohio History Connection | 800 East 17th Ave | Columbus, OH 43211
614-297-2360
lrussell@ohiohistory.org

TODAY’S DATE: ____________________________

TITLE OF MARKER
Side One: _____________________________________________________________________
Side Two (if different): _____________________________________________________________________
Marker Number (in lower right corner) #______ - ______

MARKER LOCATION:
Original address or location of marker: ____________________________________________
City: ________________________________
County: ________________________________

NEW address or location of marker: ____________________________________________
City (if different than above): ________________________________
NEW GPS coordinates of marker: ____________________________________________

CHECK ONE:
___ Marker relocated temporarily.
   Date marker will be returned to original address/location: ____________________________
   • If a marker is placed in storage temporarily, indicate that location under NEW address above.

___ Marker relocated permanently.
   Date marker be in place: ____________________________
   • Attach a map showing the new location of the marker.
   • Attach photograph of marker in new location (make sure title of marker legible in photo)

Briefly explain why the marker is relocated: ____________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

MAY WE CONTACT YOU IF WE HAVE A QUESTION?
Name: ________________________________________________
Mailing address / city / state / ZIP: ____________________________
Phone number: ____________________________ Email: ________________________________________